
TVR®504

JD Collection

handmade in japan



TVR®504

JD Collection
Made famous by the legendary James Dean and then Johnny Depp in the recent decade, this 
model is one of the most iconic vintage designs ever created. Based on the legendary JD shape 
frame, the model is meticulously recreated by hand by our expert craftsmen in Sabae, Japan; 
including 50s retro anti-slip strips, 7-barrel hinges, keyhole bridge, signature spear rivets and 
miter cutting by hand. Miter cut is a critical technique vintage eyewear where the frontal frame 
and legs each lie at a 45-degree angle, creating a 90-degree angle. True Vintage Revival remakes 
all the original elements of the TVR®504 using the exceptionally rare, authentic mould that 
produced this classic shape that has been worn by many illustrious icons of the century.

Stylise the TVR®504 with lightweight clip-on polarised sunglasses that come with vintage 
filigree design; very popular in the 50s.

True Vintage Revival (TVR®) designs are available through our website and selected luxury eyewear 
stores worldwide.

TVR®504 JD Collection
Country of Origin: Sabae, Fukui, Japan | Frame Material: Zylonite & Celluloid | Rivets Material: SPM (Sun Platinum Metal)

Datum Expression Size: 48  24mm | Lens Width: 47mm | Hinge to Hinge Width: 131mm | Bridge: 24mm | Temple Length: 150mm
Datum Expression Size: 46  24mm | Lens Width: 46mm | Hinge to Hinge Width: 127mm | Bridge: 24mm | Temple Length: 150mm

TVR®504 Clip-On (USD120)

Master Craftsman
SAWADA-YAEMON

Coming from a family of master craftsmen  
whose heritage dates back to the Edo period,  

Sawada-Yaemon holds strongly to his multi-generational 
reputation in eyewear production. The Yaemon  

family is the first to perfect the iconic ARNEL shape 
using traditional measurement techniques.

TVR®504 / TVR®505 / TVR®arnel

Spear rivets made  
using rare SPM  

(Sun Platinum Metal)

Consistent, smooth frame surface

Anti-slip temple details

Metal core for extra strength

Genuine cow leather case



2017 EdiTion
True Vintage Revival remakes all the original elements 
of the TVR®504 using the exceptionally rare,  
original mould that produced this classic shape with 
exciting brand new colours.

1950s ARchiVE
TVR®504 uses only the original templates and 
blueprints in the creation process of our frames, along 
with original moulds where available. It is a creation 
process passed on from generations to selected 
artisans with a superior commitment to quality.

7-barrel hinges



YELLOW CRYSTAL (USD475—CELLULOID)solid black wood (N/A)smoke amber (USD475—CELLULOID)

honey amber browline (N/A)honey amber (N/A) natural amber (USD475)

grey fade (USD475)ELECTRIC blue (N/A) green camo (USD475)

demi blonde (USD475)demi amber (Japan only)colour block (USD475)

classic black (USD475)cherry wood (N/A) cloud (USD475)

black combo (USD475—CELLULOID)Antique Tortoise brown clear (USD475)

www.tvropt.com  |  info@tvropt.com  |  press@tvropt.com  |  sales@tvropt.com

tvropt

TVR®504

JD Collection
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